Email is an essential tool for communication and social interaction. It also functions as a broadcast medium connecting businesses with their customers, as an authentication mechanism, and as a vector for scams and security threats. These uses are enabled by the fact that the only barrier to reaching someone by email is knowing his or her email address. This feature has given rise to the spam email industry but also has another side-e ect that is becoming increasingly common: misdirected email, or legitimate emails that are intended for somebody else but are sent to the wrong recipient. In this paper we present ndings from an interview study and survey focusing on characteristics of misdirected email messages, possible reasons why they happen, and how people manage these messages when they receive them. Misdirected email arises as a result of signi ers (usernames) which were selected by people for social and self-representation purposes, that are also used by machines for addressing. Because there is no mechanism for dealing with misdirected emails in a systematic way, individual recipients must choose whether to take action and how much e ort to put forth to prevent potential negative consequences for themselves and others.
and for a variety of purposes. Email is used to communicate with others and receive information from organizations [2] ; it functions as a personal archive and a to-do list [1] ; and it is used as a personal identi er and authentication mechanism [9] . These uses are enabled by the fact that the only barrier to sending an email message to someone is knowing his or her email address. This feature has given rise to the spam email industry but also has another side-e ect that is becoming increasingly common. Imagine opening your email to nd multiple password reset noti cations for an account that you do not remember creating, messages from an online dating service you do not remember signing up for, billing reminders for a credit card you did not open, or photographs of other people s children that you do not recognize. These are all examples of misdirected email: legitimate email messages that were intended for someone else, but were sent to you instead.
Misdirected email happens when the sender, whether it is an individual or a system, sends an email message to an email address that does not belong to the intended recipient, but in fact belongs to a totally di erent person. This creates a problem for all parties involved, but in di erent ways. The sender of the misdirected email is unable to reach the correct recipient and might not even know that this has happened; the correct recipient does not receive the email; and, the person who actually receives the email has access to information and communications not intended for them. This can expose the sender and intended recipient to unwanted disclosure and misuse of private information, and creates an additional burden on the actual recipient of guring out what, if anything, to do about the email.
Email addresses perform three di erent kinds of functions. The rst is a social function: email addresses, and usernames in particular, are a representation of a person s social identity online that is used for communicating with other people and organizations, at least in cases where the email user is allowed some discretion in choosing his or her username [13] . The second function is a technical addressing function, that allows messages to be routed and delivered to the correct mailbox [20] . And the third is an authentication function [24] : people use email addresses as usernames for other online accounts, and access to a valid email account is frequently used as an authentication factor ( something you have [11] ). Misdirected email presents a unique opportunity to explore and describe unintended consequences that occur at the boundaries between the social and the technical.
We contribute to the literature on sociotechnical systems an investigation focusing on recipients of misdirected email. Using data collected via a semi-structured interview study, a survey, and a single-user corpus of misdirected email, we de ne and characterize misdirected email from the point of view of people who receive it. We also describe their reactions to it how they feel about it, what they do about it, and the problems it causes them, as well as the opportunities it provides to help and feel connected to others. We conclude by discussing our participants speculations about why misdirected email happens, and connecting these observations back to broader issues that arise at the interaction between technology and people in sociotechnical systems.
RELATED WORK
There are few published papers about misdirected email. Most of this literature focuses on the likelihood and consequences of the threat of unwanted disclosure due to an email message being sent to the wrong person by mistake, and how to prevent this from happening. Misdirected email has consequences for both senders and recipients, and McLaughlin [19] , writing in a law journal, described the risk that misdirected email could cause a professional ethics problem for both parties if it violates attorney-client privilege. Senders are therefore obligated to remedy the mistake as quickly as possible; recipients are obligated to notify the sender if they received information by email that was not intended for them. McLaughlin focuses on the potential consequences of these kind of unwanted disclosures, and on how both senders and recipients should handle these consequences.
Poole et al. [23] conducted a semi-structured interview study in which participants were asked about unintended disclosures, or misclosures , they recalled committing. The most common type of misclosure their participants reported was sending misdirected email, and the participants attributed their mistakes to not paying enough attention to the recipient eld in the email message. Sender carelessness when composing an email message was also the focus of several papers proposing automated ways to help senders be more accurate in specifying the recipients of email messages they were composing [3, 16, 26] . These projects took the approach that misdirected email can be detected before it happens assuming that unintended recipients are outliers when compared with the people one typically communicates with by email about certain topics. By developing a model of the content and contacts of each user of an email system, these papers argue it would be possible to notify the user about outlier recipients before sending an email. Most of these papers are theoretical; however, one described the implementation of this type of solution as an extension for Mozilla s Thunderbird email client. Based on a 4-week user study, the researchers concluded that system had been instrumental in helping four di erent participants (out of 26 in the study) identify misdirected email messages before they were sent [4] .
A user interface focused intervention related to misdirected email was developed by Lieberman and Miller [15] who created the system Facemail to display recipient photos along with email addresses near the To: eld of a message. This was intended to provide visual cues to the user about who the people are that the message will be sent to. In a lab experiment, they determined that this system would be helpful especially for situations in which the sender did not intend to Reply-to-All , and that displaying faces helped participants notice potential misdirected emails before they were sent.
These papers treat misdirected email as a potential threat that should be mitigated by preventing senders from committing addressing mistakes that lead to unwanted disclosures. However, they do not provide any information about what the everyday experience of receiving misdirected email (rather than sending) might be like for people, or discuss how prevalent misdirected email currently is. As we will show in this paper, this problem is bigger and more complicated than just helping people pay more attention to avoiding typos when specifying recipients. The increase in email volume [8] , and the shift of personal communication to platforms other than email (e.g., texting, messaging apps, and social media) [2] , suggests that misdirected email may be changing in similar ways, becoming more common and less personal. Therefore, we conducted this research to describe the experience of receiving misdirected email, and better understand why it happens and how recipients manage it.
METHOD
The ndings of this paper are based on three datasets: interviews, a survey, and a single-user corpus of misdirected email messages collected over more than a decade by one of the authors of this paper. The ndings present descriptive evidence from all three datasets, although most of the Findings section focuses on the interviews. The interview study enabled us to collect detailed examples of misdirected email participants had received, but the small sample size and sampling frame focused on recipients did not allow us to draw conclusions about prevalence. We conducted the survey to learn more about how common misdirected email is over a broader sample. The corpus of misdirected emails is a single-unit case study [10] , useful for this exploratory research primarily to describe a longitudinal perspective on misdirected email that the interview and survey methods could not provide [7] . However, it should be emphasized that the corpus represents misdirected email messages received by only one person. A supplementary le is available with this paper and provides more information about the interviews and survey.
Interviews
We conducted 22 semi-structured interviews during October 2017. Participants were recruited in two ways. Twelve participants (7 women and 5 men) were recruited via snowball sampling starting from a study advertisement on Facebook. Ten (5 women and 5 men) came from a paid subject pool consisting of members of the community surrounding a large public university located in the Midwest region of the USA. Participants worked in a variety of professions including photographer, night auditor, clergy and programmer. Three local participants were a liated with the university as a sta member, an instructor, and a graduate research assistant. The average age of participants was 36.8 years (Range: 23 63).
Eligible participants used email regularly, and were over 18 years old. Friends, family members, and colleagues of members of the research team as well as undergraduate students were not eligible to participate. In addition, the screening questionnaire asked about 5 di erent types of experiences related to misdirected email: I have received an email message that seems like it was intended for someone else; I have sent an email message to the wrong person by mistake; I have been asked in an email to con rm an account that I don t remember creating; I have given out a throwaway email address that was fake or did not belong to me to a website; and I have used a throwaway email address that was fake or did not belong to me to sign up for an online account. We were seeking participants who had received misdirected email, as well as those who may have caused misdirected emails to be sent to others, because we did not know how common receiving misdirected email messages would be. Therefore, any response except None of the above was considered eligible.
The interviews ranged from about 14 to 49 minutes (M=28 min), excluding the consent process and demographic postquestionnaire, and took place over the phone so that we could recruit a more geographically diverse sample. Questions focused on email use in general, how participants de ne and recognize spam email, and experiences with misdirected email. (The recruiting message, screening questionnaire, and interview protocol all described misdirected email as an email message that seems like it was intended for [or meant for] someone else .) Most of the interview focused on what participants recalled about speci c misdirected email messages they had received, and what happened next. Interview length varied based on how many examples of misdirected email participants mentioned. Many participants had several examples readily available and were eager to talk about them, because they receive misdirected email frequently. For the participants who did not, we began by providing a high-level description of misdirected email, similar to how it was described in our recruiting message, and proceeded with a sequence of 2-3 speci c prompts until participants recalled an example they felt was relevant. Participants who needed more prompting typically provided an example of a misdirected email they had sent, or a spam message they had received that they thought could be a misdirected email. Each participant received a $15 Amazon.com gift card for participating.
Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed, and identifying information was removed. This meant that we needed to remove speci c references to participants email usernames, which were frequently discussed during the interviews. In the remainder of this paper, any [text in brackets] is something the participant said that has been altered or redacted to protect their identity.
We used an iterative, inductive coding approach in which all members of the project team conducted initial structural and thematic coding on the same two interviews. The analysis took place over 5-6 months during which the research team met at least weekly to discuss the coding in progress. The process we followed was based on MacQueen et al. [17] . We rst did structural coding for broad topics. We then developed an initial list of codes inductively in the rst round of analysis where all three members of the research team coded the same two interviews. This produced an initial set of codes. These were then re ned by two members of the research team as they coded the same additional ve interviews, during which time the entire team met several times to iterate on the set of themes we were coding for. After this, the set of themes had stabilized and was well understood by both coders, and they subsequently divided up the remaining fteen interviews and each analyzed half of them. The themes focused on things like participants approaches and strategies for dealing with misdirected email messages, their feelings and justi cations for how they dealt with them, and their speculations about why they received the misdirected emails they discussed.
Survey
Survey data collection took place from March 20 to April 2, 2018. Respondents were recruited by Qualtrics.com using their panel service, with quotas for gender (50% men and 50% women) and age (18-29: 25%, 30-49: 38%, 50-64: 21%, 65+: 15%), in order to recruit a sample that resembles the population of US adults who use the internet on those two characteristics. The age quota was based on information from the Pew Research Center s Internet/Broadband Fact Sheet from Feb. 5, 2018 about the age distribution of US adults who use the internet [22] , and data from the US Census Bureau s 2016 American Community Survey about the age distribution of the United States population [25] . Eligible respondents were at least 18 years old and indicated that they had at least one email account on a popular free email service. Respondents who completed the survey received points from the online panel service worth approximately US$1-$2 that could be combined with the incentives from other surveys and redeemed for items like gift cards, frequent yer miles, credit for online games, etc. The speci c incentive amount was determined by the Qualtrics panel service.
The nal dataset for analysis includes 380 respondents. Their average age was 45 (SD=17, Range=18 85). There were 196 women and 181 men in the nal dataset; 3 reported Other . 81% of respondents reported white as one of the ethnicity categories that described them, and 80% reported that their income was less than $75,000 per year. The survey asked questions that were based on patterns we were seeing in the interview analysis, including reasons for creating new email accounts, how people choose usernames, and experiences with misdirected email. The median survey completion time was 10 min (M=13), including consent and screening.
Single-Case Email Corpus
We analyzed a corpus of misdirected email that had been collected for over a decade by the rst author of this paper. The emails were received at the primary Gmail address of the author, who was an early adopter of Gmail and whose address is of the form rstname@gmail.com. As the messages were received, they were tagged with a label, and saved. The main criterion for an email to be collected was that it seemed like a real or legitimate email message, but was from a sender or organization that the account holder did not have an existing business or personal relationship with, or otherwise seemed to be directed at an intended recipient other than the account holder. The earliest message in the corpus is from September 9, 2005 , and the latest from July 21, 2018.
We used Google Takeout 1 , the interface for downloading an archive of one s data from Google products, to download an MBOX le 2 containing all messages from the email account that had been tagged as misdirected email. We then parsed and cleaned the MBOX le to identify each To: and From: address associated with each email, and ltered the dataset so that only the rst message in each thread the initial misdirected email, excluding any replies was retained for analysis. The nal dataset includes 2932 initial misdirected email messages from 1788 distinct senders that were received between Jan. 1, 2007 and Dec. 31, 2017. There were only three messages received before this time window, and emails from 2018 were excluded to make year-over-year comparisons more clear.
Limitations
These methods and datasets have several limitations. The interview study uses a convenience sample, and this means that no generalizations should be made about the amount and type of misdirected email our interview participants received. The survey sampling frame was focused on age and gender quotas to ensure diversity on those aspects, not representativeness for additional demographic categories. All of the data collected using both interview and survey methods is self-report, and as such represents the perceptions, attitudes and beliefs of the people who participated. Social desirability bias may have a ected their willingness to self report some behaviors, such as whether they had used password reset links to take over the accounts others had created using their email address. The survey asked for respondents rst and last names and an email username on a free email service (one of the eligibility criteria) but not the full email address. They were informed that this information would be deleted once it had been used to compare the username with the name, but this may have caused some people to stop participating at that point in the survey. Finally, the misdirected email corpus, while containing messages similar to those described by interview participants, is a single-user case study and therefore not representative of all recipients of misdirected email.
FINDINGS Is it Spam or Misdirected Email?
De nitions in the research literature describe spam email as unwanted or unsolicited messages sent in large numbers intended to sell a product or service [5, 12, 18] . Misdirected email could be considered a form of spam in that it is unsolicited; therefore, in our interviews we discussed with participants both how they de ne spam, and how they recognize when an email message they receive is misdirected. Contrary to typical de nitions of spam, 18 of our 22 interview participants described spam email as messages having malicious or harmful intent, such as phishing, spreading viruses, or soliciting victims for a money-related or other type of scam. P06 described spam email messages this way: ...they re either like a phishing scam, or they re being used to kind of try to pretend to peddle something when in fact they re trying to get my personal information. So for most of our participants, spam emails were messages that made them feel suspicious or uncomfortable, and that they felt they needed to protect themselves from.
Misdirected email messages, while also unwanted, were described very di erently from spam. Fifteen out of 22 interview participants (68%) said something about how misdirected email messages seemed like they were meant for someone else. For example, P14 said, I don t know what s happening [to cause this] but it s just, I know they don t mean to write this to me. P03 described how he di erentiates misdirected email from spam: So I can t tell you a sort of a hard and fast rule.
[Misdirected emails] are usually not too hard to spot because they re not asking me for anything, usually. Or they just feel like... a thing a person would really write as opposed to a thing that a person trying to get past the spam lter would write. (P03)
To gure out whether a misdirected email was intended for them or not, participants described focusing on the sender of the message, and the content of the message itself. For example, P01 described thinking, Wait, do I know this person? about the sender of one of the misdirected emails she received. P05 talked about receiving a message that just felt very out of context, and I didn t really know what they were talking about the out-of-context aspect of it signaled to her it was a misdirected email. P02 said he had received PDFs of contracts and all sorts of weird stu that he said was obviously was not mine , but he also said that it sometimes takes him a minute after he starts reading a message to realize, Oh, this... no, this isn t for me. As P16 described, I just read them as if they were sent to me and then by the time I nish reading them I can tell they are not sent to me because I have no idea what they re talking about.
Misdirected Email Content and Frequency
Eight of our interview participants described some of the misdirected email messages they had received as including personal correspondence from complete strangers, such as an email scheduling a job interview, a reminder to show up in court for a deposition, and email threads about someone else s family reunion or birthday party. Some of these messages contained sensitive personal information that could be used to steal someone s identity or otherwise cause them problems, such as mortgage loan documents, credit card info, airline tickets, contracts, mobile phone bills, bank statements, and actual PayPal payments. A few said that they had been asked in an email for parental permission for someone else s child to create an account on a gaming website, and one had received a report card for someone else s child. Several also said they had been signed up for a university recruiting email list, political candidate email list, or neighborhood-related email list, none of which these participants remembered having any relationship with.
While not all of these eight participants mentioned how frequently they received misdirected emails, those who did provided estimates ranging from a few per month, to eleven misdirected email messages in the two days before the interview took place (P14). These participants estimates are similar to the frequency of misdirected emails in our singleuser email corpus, which most closely resembles the high end of participants statements about frequency. In 2017, for example, the fewest misdirected emails in the misdirected email corpus in a given week is 5, and the most is 33. During 27 of the weeks in 2017, the corpus contains between 10 and 20 new misdirected emails each week. In addition, the quantity of misdirected emails in the corpus increased over time; Figure 1 illustrates this.
Eight other interview participants had only received a small number of misdirected email messages exclusively from someone who works for the same employer as they do, and very infrequently. These participants said that it was usually easy for them to recognize these mails as intended for someone else. For example, P07 worked at the same organization as a relative who had a very similar name. She said she could di erentiate the occasional email intended for her relative, because the senders were not normally people that I talked to before, and they were asking for information that I don t handle.
The remaining 6 interview participants each could recall only one or two examples of occurrences related to misdirected email, such as receiving a password reset noti cation for an account they did not remember creating, or sending a misdirected email message. None of them spoke about receiving email containing a stranger s sensitive personal information or personal correspondence, or receiving a workrelated misdirected email message. This wide range of experiences across the interview participants was surprising, and made it di cult to estimate whether receiving misdirected email is broadly common or not. To nd out about how prevalent misdirected email might be from a larger, more diverse sample of people, we asked our survey respondents about whether they had ever experienced it. The survey included a choose all that apply question that started by asking Which of the following statements describe you? and then listed the same set of statements that were used as screening questions for the interview study. 164 survey respondents (43%) said they had experienced either receiving an email message that seemed like it was meant for someone else, or had been asked to con rm an account that they did not remember creating.
Sympathy for Senders and Intended Recipients
Receiving misdirected email was sometimes an annoying and bewildering experience for our interview participants. P03 described, in an exasperated tone, how he had received 172 misdirected emails from the same woman starting in 2007 and ending in 2015. He had replied to these emails to ask the sender to stop, but felt like that didn t turn out to be e ective. .. This is a person who is interacting with her. And I just kept thinking that at some point they re gonna talk about how he never responds to her emails, and at some point she s gonna realize that he s not getting them. And it just never happened! (P03) P13 also recounted how she repeatedly received misdirected email messages from a grandmother or a grandfather type . She said that these emails were amusing, ...because they kept emailing to invite me to family dinners and stu . And so I would reply and say, This is the wrong email address. I m sure you would have a great time at Thanksgiving dinner but you re emailing the wrong person. And they clearly didn t really know how email worked, and so they would respond a lot. (P13)
Others talked about the misdirected emails they received as something that made them feel like they were part of something bigger than themselves. For example, P01, who received an email that someone else s child who had the same name as she did had received a prize in an art competition, said, And I was like, these parents have to nd out, their kid is a winner! So I emailed them back and let them know that they have the wrong address... there was a sense of camaraderie. And even P03 talked about receiving misdirected email as if he were making the best of a situation that he wouldn t seek out If I had the ability to turn these o entirely I probably would but felt like It s a good opportunity to just interact with people I otherwise would never encounter.
Many participants reported feeling sympathy for both the senders and intended recipients of the misdirected email messages they d received, and a desire in at least some instances to help them by responding to let them know about their mistake. They were also motivated to do this by the hope that the sender would not do this again in the future. Fifteen out of 22 participants talked about responding to a misdirected email message. Messages that seemed more like personal correspondence were more likely to be replied to by participants, as well as emails containing someone else s sensitive personal information.
For example, P05 described realizing, Oh, these are real people. They re actually trying to nd a person. They re trying to talk to another individual. They ve mistaken me for somebody else. She said she wanted to help them connect with the person that they were actually looking for. And P15 replied to a misdirected email from the director of a child s band camp concerning payment for their services, to let them know they had reached the wrong person. She described her motivation to do this: ...he had followed up a couple of times and nally I was like, oh, this is a real human who s expecting someone to pay her elementary school kid s band bill. Nearly all of the work-related misdirected email messages our interview participants talked about also involved some kind of follow-up from the participant. For example, when P10 received a work-related email meant for someone with her same name, she responded to it because since it was work related, I knew that it needed to be passed on to the correct person cause it was important.
About 20% of our interview participants talked about actually tracking down or communicating with the intended recipient of a misdirected email message, instead of the sender. P13 talked about how after she received a cell phone bill that contained personal information including the intended recipient s phone number, she texted them a screenshot of the email to let them know someone was receiving their personal information and to encourage them to change the email address on the account. And P22 received a work email from a manager meant for a di erent employee. He said that he looked to see who was handling that project, and then I sent the email to the individual I believed it was intended for, and CC d the manager who had sent it. So in this case he was able to track down the intended recipient because he had access to directory information through his employer.
Participants also talked about being careful with the personal information they had unwittingly received. P02 described receiving bank statements, transaction information, and account codes from a bank in Brazil that were intended for someone else. He said, so I wound up talking to the bank. It was like, this is not the right email address, you guys need to not send out this stu . P14 talked at some length about how it was creepy to receive photos of other people s children: And then sometimes I feel creepy about getting photos of children, so I will email them to tell them that, you have the wrong person, please stop emailing me. P14 mentioned that she feels badly about having access to this information. She said this is because if they were her children, she wouldn t want strangers looking at photos of them. She felt like she was invading the privacy of the children and parents by receiving them, even though this was out of her control. She said, Like, if I had a child I wouldn t really want photos of my children oating around to unknown people, so there s that too. But some of it is more like, can you please be better about your privacy with your own children s photos. (P14)
Auto-Complete and Sender Carelessness
Interview participants placed the blame for misdirected email messages mostly on the senders of the emails. This was partially because the participants themselves were guilty of having sent an occasional misdirected email, and they re ected on this when speculating about why they might have received the misdirected email messages they talked about during the interview. In fact, 18 out of 22 interview participants said they d sent a misdirected email, and 89 out of 380 survey respondents (23%) also said that they d done this. (These survey respondents checked the statement, I have sent an email message to the wrong person by mistake. )
When interview participants described sending misdirected email themselves, they nearly all said that they just hadn t noticed that the auto-complete had chosen the email address of someone else that started with the same combination of letters as the intended recipient s address. P19 described it like this: That s where I start typing in a name and it auto lls, and it auto lls with the wrong person, same rst name, wrong last name, but I don t notice and it gets sent. Participants reported that sending a misdirected email message was a rare occurrence for them. They also universally believed that sender mistakes like this are unavoidable, and just part of using email. As P04 said, I don t think you can change human behavior with software. You re gonna have to say to people, be a little bit more careful... But of course, people aren t interested in that, they re in a hurry, right?" Name Similarity and Username Collisions Auto-complete would not cause as much misdirected email if people had usernames that were su ciently distinct from one another. Participants recognized this, and speculated that similarity between their own names and usernames and what they presumed the intended recipients to be is part of why they end up receiving misdirected email. Most had speci c and sometimes numerous examples that informed this hypothesis. For example, P13 talked about becoming familiar with speci c intended recipients with whom she shared a name through all of the misdirected email she had received that was intended for them. She said,
The email address I use is my rst name with the date of my birthday, so they re just like, they ve mistyped one letter or something like that, so they re all people with my same name. So I know that there s one that lives in Florida and there s one that lives in Texas and there s one that lives in Vermont and there s one that lives in the UK, and so I know if I get someone, the email from Florida, I know that, Oh, that s so-and-so who lives in Florida, and I know that if I get an email con rming an order from The Gap and it s going to Texas, I know it s, Oh, that s [P13 s rst name] in Texas. So yeah, I de nitely know that there s speci c people. (P13) Several other participants believed they had a common name, and that this combined with the username they had chosen for their email address based on their name was why they received so many misdirected email messages. For example, P03 said his name was the most popular for babies born in [P03 s birth year] and that he has the canonical Gmail address ( rstname.lastname@gmail.com) for his name. He continued, And so as a result, every week to two weeks I get an email that s for a di erent person with my name. And P20, whose email address is also of the so-called canonical form, kept returning throughout the interview to the idea that before he started receiving misdirected email, he thought his name was uncommon. He said, I ve received enormous amounts of email meant for what is quite to my surprise, a rather large group of [people with the same rst and last name as P20] around the world. P14 talked about how she has an Apple Me.com email account where the username is her rst name, and she believes she receives misdirected email messages at that account because of other people with the same rst name: ...it s like every other [P14 rst name] in the world that has a Me.com account forgets to put in the numbers . Additionally, the username of the Gmail account our single-user misdirected email corpus was collected from is a rst name that was one of the most popular names for babies born in the USA in the 1990 s and 2000 s.
Even if one s name is not common, username collisions can still occur. Many of the work-related misdirected email examples were a result of a name mixup. For example, P04 only received work-related misdirected email, but talked about at least two other people with similar names to hers that she used to get email for one with a di erent rst name and similar last name, and another with the same last name. P10 gave a similar example of a work-related misdirected email: I think in the very speci c case, both of our rst names and then our last names kind of look similar, hers ends with [redacted] as well...
How People Choose Usernames
Username collisions were identi ed by participants as a source of misdirected email, based on the messages they had received. To explore whether broader patterns in username choice might be partially responsible for this, we asked survey respondents about what characteristics are important to them when choosing usernames. If people prefer to have usernames that resemble their real names and don t prioritize uniqueness when creating them, it is more likely that multiple people and in some cases many, many people would share very similar usernames, making misdirected email more likely for those people than others.
To help us describe preferences for username choice, we asked survey respondents to list up to ve email accounts that they used regularly. For each email account they listed, they were asked: When you created the email account [account listed by respondent], how did you choose the username for that account? (The username is the part of the email address before the @ sign.) The response options were: I created the exact username I wanted; A username was assigned to me, and I kept it; A username was assigned to me, but I changed it later; The system suggested a username to me when I created the account, and I accepted it; Most of the usernames I tried to create were already taken, so I ended up with this one; I don t remember; and None of the above. Seventy-four percent (280 out of 380) respondents reported that they had chosen their username for the rst account they listed, and 71% did so for the second account.
Then respondents were asked, Please imagine that you are creating a new email account on a brand new email service that currently has very few users, and you can have any email username that you want. What username would you choose? The next question followed up with, Please explain why you would choose the username [username they entered] (These usernames were discarded; we were only interested in the explanations.) The rst author made an initial pass through the responses and developed a set of categories of reasons why a particular username would be chosen. These categories re ected concerns respondents had, expectations about future uses of their email account, and characteristics they wanted their usernames to have. Then, two members of the research team coded the responses. The graph in Figure 2 shows counts for each of the codes which had Fleiss inter-rater reliability above 0.5, and on which either one of the coders said that code was present. The most commonly mentioned characteristic was that respondents wanted their usernames to be memorable (52%), to have personal meaning (30%), and to contain their own name (30%). 307 out of 380 survey respondents said one of these three things (81%). Only 65 respondents (17%) said they wanted their username to be unique or uncommon when compared with others. This indicates that most respondents wanted their usernames to be personally meaningful and to contain their own name, but rarely considered whether their preferred username would be di erent from others usernames. This means that avoiding username collisions does not seem to be a priority for people when choosing usernames.
When Misdirected Email (Maybe) Isn t an Accident
Another observation that 9 out of 22 interview participants made about some of the misdirected emails they had received was that someone else might be giving out the participant s email address intentionally, even though it did not belong to them. P13, who lives in the Midwest region of the USA, gave an example of an email she received from a clothing store that exists only in the United Kingdom that she had never been to. She said, it was like, Welcome to X store, and, thanks for signing up for emails from the store. P13 suspected that someone must be giving out an email address hers that they know isn t theirs because they re trying to evade, they are trying to tell the person at the store that they re signing up for the email but they don t want to receive the email or something like that.
And in fact, 7 out of 22 interview participants (32%) and 69 out of 380 survey respondents (18%) said they had given out an email address that wasn t theirs at some point in the past. The survey respondents selected the statements, I have given out a throwaway email address that was fake or did not belong to me to a website , or I have used a throwaway email address that was fake or did not belong to me to sign up for an online account . These percentages may underestimate how common this is, due to social desirability bias, although the interview participants who mentioned doing this did not seem to feel badly about it.
For example, P09 said he had given out a throwaway email address Mostly out of convenience, I guess. I didn t really want to ever get contacted, I just wanted to get through a gatekeeper... it was a random fake [email address]. I just wanted to see what was behind the gate online for a website. And P10 said, It s some clothing store in the mall... sometimes I change the last letter of my email when I enter it in, because it s awkward to respond back with no, thank you, I don t want to give you my email. P11 described, I was signing up for a forum and I didn t imagine myself using it more than once, so I typed in a somewhat real email address to sign up... I used my initials and some numbers to make it look like a authentic one. The 7 interview participants who reported doing this did not voice concern that the emails they were avoiding might end up being sent to a real person. They were also not among the 9 participants who thought someone might be giving out their email address to avoid spam, so it may not have occurred to them that the email address they thought they made up could actually belong to someone else.
Misdirected Account Creations and Password Resets
One type of misdirected email interview participants received that was di cult for them to deal with was automated con rmation messages or password reset emails from accounts that had been set up by someone else, using their email address. P02 described one example: I got this funny one a few weeks ago... there was a di erent [ rst name with P02 s rst initial, P02 s last name], this guy was in [city] and he was creating, he is going to train to be an Uber driver. So I got his Uber account information and the quali cations and training for being an Uber driver..
. (P02)
There is evidence from our misdirected email corpus that this behavior using an email address that does not belong to you to sign up for an account can be quite common. Figure 3 shows the number of misdirected emails in the corpus from senders who sent multiple misdirected email messages.
There are clearly more messages from repeat senders than from unique senders in recent years, and the size of the gap between those two categories has been increasing as well. In 2017 especially, the number of misdirected emails from multiple email senders is much higher than single email senders.
The ve most proli c multiple email senders in the corpus are systems, not people, and are all platforms on which users can sign up for accounts: esubscriptions@kiplinger.com, a personal nance website which sends a regular newsletter to subscribers (116 mails); password reset emails from Facebook (security@facebookmail.com, 101 mails) and Epic Games, the creator of the popular multiplayer video game Fortnite (help@epicgames.com, 76 mails); account creation emails from NBA 2K, another popular video game series (fromnoreply@nba2k.com, 67 mails); and noti cations about the creation of a new Gmail address linked to this one (mailnoreply@google.com, 40 mails). When interview participants received messages like this, they said that it can sometimes be di cult to remove their email address from the account that has been created. Some con rmation emails include a link that enables the recipient to disavow the account, as described by P14: Instagram has an option where you can click the link to say that isn t your email address and they ll remove your email address from that account . However, to participants it seemed like most account creation emails do not provide an easy way to disavow. P11 said that he had been signed up for an instant messaging application by someone else using his email address, without a way to disavow. He said that he has tried to contact the administrator or someone I could speak to about the account being false or the email being incorrect , but that it was hard to talk to anybody . P14 also had a similar experience; she said her email address was associated with someone else s AT&T account, so she was receiving their mobile phone bills. She had quite a di cult time convincing AT&T customer service to do anything about this: I had to call AT&T and argue with them because I didn t want to be liable for the bill because it was coming into my email address... it was just very stupid but I had to escalate it and talk to them for hours to make sure I got my email address removed from that account. (P14) Several participants expressed a desire for more websites to include links that would allow them to remove their email address from an account that had been created without their consent. P20 summarized this as wanting a way to respond and indicate This is not meant for me. This is the wrong address. I did not sign up for this. Please cancel it.
Three participants described coping with unwanted accounts that had been created using their email address by using a password reset link to log in and delete the account or change something so they would no longer receive any emails because of it. P02 stole back a Snapchat account that had been created with his email address, and continued to use it. About this, he said: I hate to admit that I m okay with it, because for me, it s like, well, you should ve known your email address. How do you not know your email address? There s no reason why in this day and age you don t know what your email account is. P20 also reset a password, so he could log in and cancel an account that someone used his email address to sign up for. It was on a a website which allowed people with trucks to get in touch with people who needed stu moved . Here is how P20 described what happened:
And I guess he signed up and said that he wants to get an email when a job was available in his area. And then a couple of days later, he hadn t received anything so he logged back into the website and told them to give him any jobs in the entirety of London. And then, he still didn t receive anything, because they were coming to my email address... My phone was just downloading hundreds of emails. And then nally, he just told the website to give him every single job that became available in all of England. And so, it sent me... It was sending me close to 1,000 emails an hour. And that was obnoxious, that was actually one of two times where I used the site s password recovery feature..
. (P20)
This example from P20 is extreme. However, all of the participants who received misdirected emails related to accounts they did not create and didn t want found it to be a source of concern. Some participants worried about the potential for negative consequences to themselves, due to others use of their email address. For example, P03 talked about receiving email con rmations for orders through Ebay and PayPal that looked like they were being shipped to a legitimate address ; he said he was concerned about his email address accruing some weird reputation because someone else was using it to buy things. He talked about worrying about whether it s something that seems like it s gonna cause me trouble, like a credit score or something. And P14 had received email messages as a result of an online dating pro le created with her email address without her knowledge, which made her uncomfortable. She said she contacted the site asking, Please ban [my email address] so that no one could ever use this email address [on the dating site] but did not know if that was e ective.
If misdirected email is increasing, taking time to manage, and also causing concern, why don t people just stop using the account which received the misdirected messages and get a new email account? We asked interview participants about whether they had ever considered this as a way to stop problems like this from happening. Despite the frustrations, all felt like it would be more e ort to change their email address than to cope with the day-to-day issues that arose for them related to misdirected email. P15 described it like this: ...[misdirected email] is just not burdensome enough that I feel like I need to change my address which I ve had for a really long time now to get away from it. P13 talked about having the email address where she receives misdirected email for probably over 15 years , and has used it in a lot of places around the web for various accounts, so it would be di cult to change to a new one for all those things. And P02 said he would never even consider changing his email address to avoid receiving misdirected email. He feels a strong connection to his online usernames and places the blame on the other people involved: To me, like I said, it s my identity. It s just how I relate to people and how people relate to me, especially online... So that s all on them. I m not gonna change who I am because they keep screwing up.
P01 also described how her email address has become a kind of stable identi er for her, persisting over time even more so than her physical address. She said, Especially the older family members, they ve only ever had one email address for me... it used to be when people moved, their address changed and their phone number changed, and now your phone number doesn t necessarily change when you move and neither does your email address. In all, seven of our interview participants talked about their email addresses this way.
To nd out whether these comments from our interview participants might signal a broader pattern, we asked our survey respondents about how long they d had their primary email account (survey question text: How long have you had the email account [account listed by respondent]? ). They reported that the rst account they listed was the one they had the longest, with 74% of 380 respondents reporting they d had the rst email account they listed for 4 or more years. 134 respondents (35%) said that they d had that account for More than 10 years . This means that people are making a long-term commitment when they initially create an email account and choose a username, whether they realize it or not, and that username choices have lasting consequences.
DISCUSSION
The experience of receiving misdirected email is surprisingly common, and this paper provides evidence that it may be increasing in frequency. Our survey ndings show that 43% of a sample of 380 US adult internet users had experienced receiving an email message not intended for them, which was much higher than we had anticipated. Misdirected email is therefore a problem that could a ect a large number of people. However, not everyone receives misdirected email, and some experience it far more than others. While it can be irritating, and take time to manage, our interview participants reported that misdirected email also sometimes makes them feel connected to others, and like they are a part of something bigger than themselves.
Careless senders are undoubtedly at least partially responsible for causing misdirected email, as pointed out in previous research [23] . We identi ed two additional sources for misdirected email messages that had not been previously described. First, we provided evidence that some people give out fake email addresses in order to avoid spam email that they believe they made up on the spot, but might actually be valid addresses for real people. And second, examples from our interview participants illustrate how they receive, and struggle to deal with, account con rmation and password reset messages for accounts that do not belong to them. We also provided evidence that recipients of misdirected email believe the volume of these messages they experience may be related to how common their name is and what characteristics they prioritized when creating their email account username. And, because creating an email account is a longterm commitment for people, these problems with receiving misdirected email cannot easily be solved by abandoning the email address that one has had for years and is a representation of their identity.
Our ndings suggest ways that human choices and behavior interact with features of email as a tool and as infrastructure to create the conditions where misdirected email arises. We focus below on implications of two of these points of interaction between the human and the technical that studying misdirected email has allowed us to identify: email addressing and username choice, and the use of email as a secondary authentication mechanism for other accounts [24] .
The Email Addressing Problem Popular email systems like Google s Gmail that o er people the ability to create their own email username are di erent from most other widespread addressing systems. Many systems have a central authority that controls addressing, like the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) 3 which manages domain names and coordinates IP address number spaces. Likewise, people are not usually allowed to select their own postal address or full telephone number; these are assigned by municipalities or telecom companies. Addresses usually exist as part of a larger system designed to facilitate the transmission of information and communication from senders to recipients, and conform to requirements that help make delivery more reliable.
However, when creating an email account, people choose usernames for social reasons, not to ensure e ective information transmission by the system overall. They want email addresses that signal things about them as people, such as making them look more professional, or telling others that they were an early adopter of a popular platform (e.g., because they don t have numbers at the end of their username). They prefer usernames that are more memorable, like their own name, and that are easier for others to type. But email addresses serve a dual purpose: they are technical identi ers as well as social identi ers. This creates name collisions due to the social constraints placed on a technical addressing system, that result in the misdirection of email messages to the wrong recipients.
Popular free email platforms like Gmail complicate this further by having few namespace restrictions on usernames. Gmail crossed 1 billion monthly users in 2016 [14] ; that s a lot of email accounts that must have unique usernames. Individuals, though, have no cause to suspect that name collisions are possible when they create a new email account. The Birthday Paradox describes how people greatly underestimate the likelihood that they share a birthday with another person (in a group of about 25 people, the likelihood that some pair of them will share a birthday is about 50%) [21] . Likewise, it seems unlikely that people would be able to accurately estimate how many others have email usernames similar to theirs, and therefore may also underestimate the likelihood of name collisions at this scale. In other words, email users have no visibility into larger-scale patterns in username similarity that result from patterns in people s preferences for email address characteristics.
Email systems could address this breakdown by calculating edit distance metrics between existing and proposed usernames at account creation time. This would help people learn about the likelihood of potential name collisions and facilitate greater username di erentiation, while still allowing people to have some exibility in username choice. However, given the preferences stated by our survey respondents for creating usernames that are memorable and personally meaningful, people may not be satis ed with more stringent username di erentiation constraints, and systems providing free email accounts likely want the barrier to account creation to be as low as possible [6] .
Also, as many of our interview participants described, people are always going to make mistakes when specifying email recipients that result in messages being sent to the wrong person. Algorithms that help to reduce sender mistakes due to typos or auto-complete inattention can be used to prevent this type of misdirected email from ever being sent [3, 16, 26] . However, our research shows that this is just one of multiple causes of misdirected email, and this type of misdirected email is the easiest for recipients to deal with by simply responding to the sender to let them know the message reached the wrong person. Another type of misdirected email, described below, involves three parties: an account holder on another online service, the online service itself, and the recipient of misdirected email, and is much harder for recipients to deal with.
The Email as Authentication Problem
Our research has uncovered a perplexing phenomenon that has not been previously reported: unintended recipients who have received an authentication request or other noti cation about an account that they didn t create. This presumably occurs when someone creates an account using an email address that does not belong to them. This behavior cannot be explained by recipient auto-complete inattention in an email client. We were unable to discern the root cause of this problem from our data, because we did not speak with anyone who admitted to doing this. In fact, it may be di cult for the third-party account creator to even know this has happened; if they never receive the authentication email, they may assume the fault lies with a failure of the system and not something they did themselves.
The use of email as something you have by platforms for authentication purposes seems to have arisen as a convenient identify veri cation mechanism, and a simple x to misdirected authentication requests seems possible. Every account con rmation and password reset email message should contain a disavow link that actually works and doesn t generate more unwanted email. This was explicitly requested by multiple interview participants, and would go a long way to alleviating recipients fears about being held accountable or liable for the actions, and in some cases the debts, of others. This x is so simple, in fact, that one wonders why it is not more common. It may be that mistaken account creations and password resets seem like a small problem from a platform perspective, which they deal with by taking no further action if there is no action on the new account within a certain period of time. But platform operators have no way of knowing that someone who received tens of account creation emails from their platform in the last year also received similar mails in similar quantities from other platforms, too. Unfortunately, the true cost to the recipient in evaluating misdirected email messages, especially if they are password reset messages from platforms where the recipient already has their own account, is higher than the time it takes them to click a disavow or unsubscribe link. They must evaluate whether the message means their account has been compromised or not, and then gure out what steps, if any, they should take in response. This is an identity collision rather than a name collision, with stakes that are higher for recipients than for platforms.
Misdirected email is, in some cases, an indication of a breakdown that has arisen because a system designed for interpersonal communication is now being used for other purposes. There were other signs of this type of breakdown in our data as well. For example, some participants spoke about systems that collect email addresses in exchange for access to information, or about being asked for their email address when they made a purchase in a brick-and-mortar store. They said that they did not want to give out their real email address in these contexts, because they did not want to receive unwanted email related to the transaction. In these situations, rather than giving out their real email address, an individual may trade an email address they do not own instead. And, the recipient of the subsequent misdirected emails bears some of the consequences of this.
Future Work
Misdirected email can result in unintended disclosures, and can be a burden for people who feel that creating a new email account is not a viable option. In this paper, we have described the conditions that cause misdirected email, and how it a ects recipients. We have also described two types of problems that give rise to misdirected email. While there are a few simple individual-level xes that may be able to reduce the amount of misdirected email people receive, the technical properties of the email infrastructure and the incredibly large number of people who use email on a daily basis could make it hard to prevent at scale.
Our research focused mostly on recipients of misdirected email; senders proved much harder to locate, especially when the misdirected messages were sent automatically by a third party system. In addition, characteristics of certain canonical usernames may make it more likely for some people to receive misdirected email than others, making it easier to recruit high-volume recipients than senders. This points to a clear opportunity for future work to understand more about senders perspectives. Another area for future research related to senders is the privacy-related problems and complications misdirected email may cause. Many of our interview participants expressed concern about the personal information they had received by mistake, and future work should address consequences and harms that may arise for senders from these unintended disclosures.
Finally, rather than focusing on recipients or senders, future work should also focus in more depth on the di erent contexts in which misdirected email arises. For example, our interviews showed that misdirected email occurs in the context of interpersonal communication, organizational communication, and also automated communication from systems to individuals. Focusing on misdirected email in di erent contexts would shed more light on situational differences in motivations, dynamics and constraints, and o er context-speci c solutions to the sociotechnical breakdowns that cause misdirected email.
